


We envision a thriving future through regenerative organic agriculture that heals 

our damaged planet and repairs our broken food system.

We are on a mission to build soil health, ensure equity for farm workers, empower 

farmers, and improve animal welfare through a holistic farm-based, brand-driven 

certification. 
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Baseline 
Certifications 
Required for 
Eligibility

* * *

* Not required if operation does 

not produce commercial 

animal products

* * Not required if operation is in the 

Global North (see Program Manual)









The Three 

Pillars of 



JBS under current lawsuit by prestigious New York law firm for misleading 
climate pledge labeling: must “discontinue claims relating to its goal of 
achieving ‘net zero’ greenhouse gas emissions by 2040”

Quorn Foods-Advertising Standards Authority rules misleading ad that their 
product is a way to address climate change. 

Danone’s Carbon Neutral claim on Evian bottles – Judge rules that the term 
“could mislead a reasonable consumer” and allows lawsuit to continue.

In an era where the term ‘regenerative’ is at great risk of greenwashing 
and dilution of its true meaning, third-party certification is an invaluable 
distinction in a marketplace that is already rife with consumer confusion.



A few principles that we stand firmly behind:

• We believe in a combination of practice- and outcomes-based approaches combined with 

qualified, competent third-party verification. 

• We do not support self-assessment checklists via desk audits as a viable substitution to a credible 

certification program.

• To be regenerative, a farm or brand cannot be using synthetic fertilizers and pesticides

• AKA organic practices, although we understand that Organic Certification isn’t necessarily the only 

way to get there.

• There needs to be a path accessible to everyone. For that, we recognize other solid 

regenerative standards. 

• We believe they must follow a timebound commitment to the elimination of synthetic fertilizers and 

pesticides in order to carry a meaningful REGENERATIVE claim. 



Source: SPINS Natural Channel, SPINS Conventional Channel (powered by Circana) data 52 Weeks Ending 11.5.23
Frozen, Grocery, Produce, and Refrigerated Departments

+39% U | $39M

+13% U | $13M

+11% U | $1B

+10% U | $1B

+4% U | $740M

+1% U | $51M

-26% U | $49M

-12% U | $792M

-6% U | $12B

-4% U | $29B

-3% U | $42B

-3% U | $6M







OUR TEAM
The ROA now has 8 full-time and 4 part-time staff members located throughout 
North and South America. 

We’ve also expanded our list of approved Certification Bodies and trained 132 
auditors around the world. 

MARKETPLACE
The ROC Product Directory on our website provides quick access to a full list 
of all Regenerative Organic Certified® products currently available. 

TRADEMARK
The ROA successfully earned the trademark on Regenerative Organic 
Certified®, registering our marks first in the US, EU, UK, and Japan.



CERTIFICATION – expanding the program for cotton, wool, cashmere, silk, 
and leather to meet the rising demand from textile brands. 

COMMUNICATION – developing tools and educational campaigns for 
retailers and consumers. 

EDUCATION - bringing Regenerative Organic Learning Centers to regions 
throughout the US.

RESOURCES – publishing guidance documents to empower farms to increase 
their capacity for achieving the benchmarks in Farmer & Worker Fairness 
Pillar.
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